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Official Birthdays
On the 24th January Steve Holding
and Edwin Thorpe held their joint
“Official” 60th birthday party at the
Stiperstones Inn.

The back room was packed with Club
members and friends, for a night of
drinking, eating Scouse (blind scouse
for the veggies), beer, more Scouse,
beer, very tasty birthday cake
(courtesy of Debbie Rushton, see
picture, middle left) and beer.

Congratulations to them both! Also
celebrating is ‘Descent’ magazine
who reached it’s 40th Anniversary
with it’s January issue (1969-2009).
Here’s to the next 40!

Oxygen Meter - Good News

Left: Neal Rushton & Andy
Harris receiving the new
Oxygen meter from
Graham Jennings, Area
Sales Manager for
Crowcon Detection
Instruments, Abingdon.

After the February monthly meeting
Andy Harris was tasked with
sourcing a replacement for our aging
oxygen meter. From the datasheets
passed round at the meeting it was
felt the Crowcon “Gasman” was the
best meter for us, at a reasonable
£275, plus essential extras bringing it
upto about £400 (+VAT). After Andy
and Neal met with Crowcon Area
Sales Manager, Graham Jennings, the
company have very generously
offered us a fully serviced, calibrated,
tested and guaranteed ex. demo
“Gasman” absolutely FREE!

In addition they are also prepared to
offer us a substantial discount on
further meters and accessories that
any other caving clubs might be
interested in.

We just have to provide them with
feed-back on how the meter copes
with the environments that we take it
into - made possible through it’s built
in data logging facility. This is a very
generous offer, a big THANK YOU to
Crowcon.

More information about Crowcon
and their products can be found on
their web site:  www.crowcon.com

Above: The new meter is amazingly
small and even better - water proof !!

Right: Andy Yapp working
on Lords Hill.

Picture: Andy Coyle

Andys Yapp and Coyle have been
busy clearing saplings away from the
top of “Day Level” and pruning trees
around the Lords Hill engine house.
Not only have they opened up the
views, hopefully the level and
buildings will be less prone to tree
damage.

Tree Fellas (two actually!)

Above: Edwin & Steve’s 60th
Birthday cake - before being
attacked by ‘cavers’!
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Bromlow Quarry, Ludlow
This quarry is described in the
November 2008 issue of “Quarry
Management”. The quarry produces
sand and gravel and has a concrete
block plant on site. The mineral is
loaded by hydraulic loader into dump
trucks, then through a hopper onto a
conveyor and taken to the
processing plant ½mile away.

Shropshire Mine ‘Captains’
Checking through the “Mineral
Statistics” for Shropshire dated 1877,
it appears that Shropshire ‘metal’
mines has as many as three
‘Captains’ each. For example the
management of Tankerville, Roman
Gravels and Snailbeach was:

Tankerville Mine
Secretary: J.H.Murchison
Manager: Arthur Waters
Agents: J.Smitham and R.Smitham.
Roman Gravels Mine
Secretary: F.F.Wilson
Manager: Henry Dennis
Agents: J.Rowe and J.Vivian.
Snailbeach
Secretary: J.Jones
Manager: Henry Dennis
Agents: J.Coates and J.Mitchell.

Note: Managers and Agents were
called ‘Captains’ locally, often there
would be one ‘underground’ Captain
and one for the ‘surface’.

More from Mineral Stats.
The “Mineral Statistics” mentioned
above also refers to 2,450 tons of oil
shale being produced in Shropshire
in 1877 and the Inspectors returns
comment further by giving 2,585 tons
“mixed with Cannel”. Since the best
deposits of Cannel coal were found
near and in the Big Flint coal seam,
particularly around Madeley, it now
seems likely that this was produced
from Kemberton Pit. Further research
is needed.

Engine House for Sale
The Pontesford Colliery engine
house No.2 (c1800), in the field with
cottage attached is for sale, it is
believed at £315,000. The Club was
offered the house for £200 about
1970!

Snailbeach Ore Shoots
The diagram below appears in the
“Principles of Metal Mining” by
J.H.Collins, published 1875.

Can anyone explain how it fits in with
the Clubs explorations of the mine?

New Shire Album
A recent book in the ‘Shire’ series
“The Salt Industry” by A. &
A.Fielding. (ISBN 10: 0 7478 0648 9)
shows Shropshire as being one of
Britain’s oldest salt producing areas.

The book covers the use of both
brine and rock salt and describes the
processes used. It points out that the
largest area of salt beds underlies
Cheshire, Shropshire and
Worcestershire.

Excavations have shown that the
Romans produced salt from brine
springs in Cheshire and
Worcestershire, but some of the
earliest references found come from
Shropshire. For example salt was
being manufactured around
Whitchurch in the 13th Century, but
this had finished before the 18th
Century. Although not mentioned in
the book there were many more salt
springs in Shropshire than this, but
probably all had ceased to be used
for manufacture of salt before 1800.

Their remains, however, could still be
seen as late as the 20th Century.
Examples of this include the wells
and shafts at Admaston Spa,
Kingsley Wyche and Charlton.

This is an excellent little reference
book with many illustrations and
examples of places to visit. There is
also a good bibliography and index.
For more information on Shropshire
salt wells and pits see “The
Shropshire Salt Industry” by
J.M.B.Stamper, Trans. Shrops. Arch.
Soc. Vol. LXIV, published 1985 pp.
77-82.

Below:
“SHOWING SHOOTS OF ORE AT

SNAILBEACH MINE.” a, a, Adit level;
b, shaft; c, d, e, levels; f, f, shoots of
ore dipping west; h, h, killas.

(Fig. 11, page 35, from “Principles of
Metal Mining”, 1875)

Explosion of Dynamite
An explosion of dynamite at Defeny
Coal Mine, North West China has
killed 16 persons and injured many
more, 6 mine workers were killed
while “working with” explosives on
the surface together with 5 passers-
by on a nearby highway and 5 miners
living in sheds adjoining.

Reported in Mining Journal,
Oct. 24 2008

Last Steam Engine
The following note was taken by the
writer at a meeting with Harry Tarr,
mine owner, Dawley in 1968.

“The last mine steam engines North
of the Severn (in the Coalbrookdale
Coalfield) were sold to the Victoria
Coal and Iron Co. Ltd., Wellington,
iron dealers in 1962. There were two
engines from Farm Mine, Health Hill
each with a vertical boiler. Two
engines from Brandlee Mine, each
with a vertical boiler.”
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The presence of a number of long
iron bolts standing out of the
accumulated leaves, leaf mould, and
occasional nettles towards the south
east corner of the Pitchcroft Mine
site at Church Aston, Newport (NGR:
SJ 7397 1719) have been known for a
long time. See S.C.M.C Account No
25 'The History of Limestone Mining
in Church Aston & Lilleshall' page
40. On a number of occasions over
the years David Adams has
suggested to the Club that this area
might be worth a systematic
excavation. The proposal was finally
taken up by the Club towards the end
of 2008. Permission for the dig was
kindly given by the landowner Mr
David Williams of Sir Gwilym
Williams & Co, Brocton Manor,
Newport.

16th November, 2008
The Dig was commenced by David
Adams and David Poyner (both of
whom are also members of
Shropshire Archaeological Society).

Initial ideas were to excavate to the
base of the bolts which were
presumed to stand through a brick
floor, then by ascertaining the layout,
it might then be possible to estimate
the type of engine/machinery which
once stood on the site. Possibly, it
was thought they were part of the
emergency arrangements provided in
the abortive attempt to pump out the
mine following its sudden and finally
disastrous inundation at the
beginning of June 1860.

The Pitchcroft Dig - November 2008 and January 2009
David Adams

This engine was capable of pumping
out 24,000 gallons per hour, but
ultimately failed as the water was
entering the mine at at least twice
that capacity (Wellington Journal -
editions of 9th and 16th June 1860).
The results of the first days dig were
to prove far more complex.

First Mr Kingsley Tompson of
Hinstock studied the site with a
dowsing rod which when pegged
suggested a building measuring
approximately 30ft. by 15ft. There
were five visible bolts, A.B.C.D.E. -
see plan 1 on page 4 for the locations
of the bolts.

The first, bolt ‘C’, exposed 8” (20 cm)
was dug down over 3ft. to a brick
base revealing a length of 4’1” (125
cm) This was adjacent to a wall
foundation about 1’5” (43 cm) wide.

Two other bolts ‘D’ & ‘E’ exposed
2’5” and 2’ (74 & 62 cm) were dug
down approximately 27” (80 cm)
below surface and proved to be
situated in a brick pit measuring 6’3”
by 3’3” (1.9M by 1M) and of
unknown depth, probing suggested
at least another 3 feet. The bolts,
although bent seemed to be situated
centrally in the pit and were spaced
4ft. (1.2M) apart. They would appear
to be about 8 feet 2.5M long.

There were two rough cavities in
each of the long sides of the pit
opposite to each other which might
have contained steam pipes. One or
two iron objects were also found
which might have been part of a fire
grate.

18th January 2009.
A much larger party consisting of
David Adams, Peter Eggleston,
David Higgins, Kelvin Lake, Mike
Moore, David Poyner, Alan Taylor,
Tony Wilson, also archaeologist
Andy ? , and Keith Lewis and son
Nathan from the Shrewsbury &
Newport Canals Trust, assembled to
continue the dig. (Plan 2 on page 5
shows the activities on the January
dig.)

The digging of the pit was
abandoned after more probing, in
order to ascertain the thickness of its
walls. The southern wall was proved
to be 2’6” (76 cm) thick, while the
eastern wall was 2’4” (71 cm) thick,
evidence of a fairly massive structure
unlikely to be built for an emergency
pumping operation.

Bolt ‘A’ exposed 6” (15 cm) was
excavated down to brickwork
revealing a length of 3’ 8½” (115 cm),
bolt ‘B’ by a tree was un-excavated.

Between the pit and the base of bolt
C a long slot was excavated which
might have housed either the bottom
of a flywheel, or a flat rope winder
similar to those recently seen in
Spain. Towards the eastern end of
this slot a number of iron objects
were found including a 1” (25 mm)
nut, several clay pipe bowls and
stems, and one half of a wooden
bearing or pipe support.

The southern wall of the slot was
traced back for 13 feet (3.96M)
beyond the pit and appeared to be
the outer wall of the building. A test
hole dug 11 feet (3.35M) at right
angles and to the south of it revealed
a brick corner in line with the outer
side of the 3ft (90 cm) southern wall
of the pit. This indicated a building
11 feet (3.35M) wide. Strangely the
building and notably the slot did not
seem to line up with either of the twin
shafts although the heavy vegetation
surrounding the shafts made direct
vision impossible.

By the eastern extremity there was a
curved stone feature with two rough
stone blocks behind which may have
been a base for something. (N.B. The
old men worked in feet, thus the
measurements are given in feet and
metric)

Dave Adams starting the dig, in the
‘big pit’, 16th November 2008

Fragment of a Noah Roden,
(Broseley) tobacco pipe found
during the 18th January dig.

Pictures this page: David Poyner
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The Pitchcroft Dig - November 2008 and January 2009
Continued ...

Plan 1
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The Pitchcroft Dig - November 2008 and January 2009
Continued ...

Plan 2
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A flurry of e-mails followed the days
digging in which various theories
were put forward as to the type of
engine which might have occupied
the site, its likely date and its
purpose.

Three maps exist of the site:
1) The tithe map of 1842 which

appears to show a small building
in about the right position with a
pond adjacent and a major
building in the north east corner of
the site.

2) The proposed Shropshire Union
Railway proposal map which
shows a definite structure in the
N.E. corner, but only a few dots in
the S.E corner.

3) The 1880 25” to the mile map
which shows a ‘splodge’ in the
N.E. corner but nothing in the area
of the bolts.

Investigation of the clay pipe bowls
found has shown that one was made
by Noah Roden of the Broseley
pipeworks which were taken over by
Southerns in 1858. First thoughts
were that the engine house might
have been built after the 1845 map
was made and destroyed sometime

after the loss of the mine in 1860.
However a study of one of the pipe
bowls by Hugh Hannaford of the
Shropshire Archaeological Society
has suggested a much earlier 18th
century date.

This elicited a reply from David
Adams pointing out that according
to Earl Gower’s Accounts 1795-98,
which form Section Nine of S.C.M.C.
Account No 25, an engine costing
£350 was erected in 1796 during the
original sinking of the shafts, thus
the date of deposit of the pipe bowl
could well indicate that we had found
the foundations of this particular
engine.

The engine had been supplied by the
ironmaster William Reynolds and at
that date we are back in the era of
Boulton & Watt which adds
considerable interest to the site. Only
much further digging will give a
chance of proving this.
A query was raised as to whether the
exposed parts of the bolts could have
lasted for over 200 years? But that
was thought possible by the fact that
at that date virtually pure iron would
be used, which in the absence of the

The Pitchcroft Dig - November 2008 and January 2009
Continued ...

addition of scrap would, like the Iron
Bridge and ancient iron cannon, not
rust.

A study of the early engine drawings
in Volume 1 of John Farey’s “A
Treatise on the Steam Engine” (1827)
gives some clues as to likely
foundation layouts, and Peter
Eggleston has produced a number of
engine foundation details which will
doubtless be very helpful in working
out the type of engine.

We look forward to future digging!

Above: The site after the January 18th session.   Top: One of the uncovered bolts and crow holes (with cm scale)
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Persons present: Steve Holding and
Ian Davies

On a cold foggy Sunday morning,
Steve picked me up from home and
we headed towards Mid-Wales. Once
past Llangurig the sun decided to
come out, the fog cleared revealing a
lovely crisp day ideal for walking the
Rheidol valley. We parked the car in
a convient layby and got kitted out in
walking gear and wellies, we stuffed
our butties, helmets and lights into
rucksacs and set off.

The track down the gorge was easy
to follow and we were soon at the
Rheidol valley railway, just off from
this there are the remains of the
Erwtomau dressing machinery
mountings. Just a few metres up the
gorge was the mouth of the
Rhiwrugos Midway adit. We put our
helmets on and entered. The adit
goes in for a fair distance and comes
to a cross roads in the middle of the
cross roads is a partially collapsed
false floor.

Stepping over this we explored the
left hand branch. The tunnel tends to
follow the lode resulting in lots of iffy
wood supports in the roof
supporting deads. This branch
brought us to worked veins going up
and down. At the far end, two spits
have been placed in the rock face
from which it would be possible to
drop down to the next level and
further exploration.

Exploratory trip to Rheidol United Mines, 30th November 2008
Ian Davies

On the return we turned left and
explored a branch into a vein, rail
tracks are evident in the floor, again
the vein had been worked both up
and down, it would be possible to
descend to the lower level. We then
returned to the cross roads and
turned left. We followed this branch
to its natural end and on the return
we turned right and explored a
branch which appeared to join up
with the previous branch with the
rails in the floor. We returned to the
cross roads and made our way out of
the adit.

There are reported to be a number of
adits further up the gorge which we
did not explore, one is mentioned in
British Mining No. 27 as being a
coffin level.

The Allt ddu No. 3 Adit is shown to
be located on the same level as the
Rhiwrugos Midway adit,
unfortunatly we did not find it. I
expect it is above the railtrack in the
forest somewhere, however it would
be worthwhile returning to try and
locate it as it would give us access to
the Alt ddu workings.

We returned to the footpath and
continued down the gorge, we
deviated back up the hill to try and
find the Alt ddu No. 2 Adit but this
had been filled in.
Returning down hill close to the river
we tried to locate the Alt ddu and

Rhiwrugos deep adits the Alt ddu
adit was found but had been filled in
and we could not find any signs of
the Rhiwrugos deep Adit.

We walked west along the lower path
and came to an obvious spoil heap
and found what could be the
Gwaithgoch deep adit. Entrance in to
the adit is possible but tight, we did
not enter. We continued passed the
remains of the wheel pit and ore
chutes and started the long ascent
back up the valley by the old
footpath to the railway.

Just to the right hand side of one of
the railway crossings we located an
adit which could be the Nantglas Isaf
adit. We tried to enter but the water
was coming over our wellies so gave
up, BM.27 says that the adit ends in
a collapse a short length in, but
definetly requires a return visit.

Continuing up the hill we came to
another large spoil heap and located
the adit entrance which could be
Nantglas uchaf. Again entrance is
possible but we did not enter, BM.27
suggests that this adit leads to old
workings.

We continued the long slog back up
the hill to the car. It was a good walk
and we found a lot of interesting
stuff and look forward to returning to
explore further.

Right: Workings and
spoil tips on the
Nantglas uchaf and
Rhiwrugos areas of
the Rheidol valley.
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Ridge Hill Mine, near Chirbury - Introduction & Background
Ivor Brown

Recently the Club received a request
for information about the Ridge Hill
Mine which had arisen from the
taping of the memories of Mrs Bertha
Trow (now aged 95). Mrs. Trow is the
daughter of Arthur Bishop, who was
the mine foreman, though called
“Captain” locally. She was born in a
cottage on the mine site, which has
long been demolished.

The information that follows was
collected by Ivor Brown and Mike
Shaw. They would like to thank Mrs.
B.Trow, Mrs. J.Preshous, Mrs.
B.Kinsey, Mr. V.Corfield and
J.Bishop, for all their assistance.

The Mine commenced in 1919 when
an adit was driven westward for
120ft. into the ridge. Twenty yards
inside this adit an inclined shaft was
sunk to test the mineral at depth. A
vertical shaft was then sunk 350
yards North by East of Hagley Farm
to a depth of 240ft. with crosscuts at
174 ft. and 234ft.

In 1930 the shaft was deepened a
further 42ft. and an ore shoot
developed between the 234ft. (39
fathom) and 252 ft. (42 fathom) levels.
The ore shoot was found to peter-out
below the 252ft. level.

The mine was closed in 1931 having
been worked intermittently for
barytes, “the output at it’s most
active time being about 35 tons per
year” and, according to Bulletin
No.14 of the Geological Survey,
published in 1958, “the total yield
could not have exceeded 300 tons.
However the Wartime Pamphlet
No.46 entitled “Barium Minerals” and
published by the Geological Survey
in 1945 gives the total production as
3,000 tons. Both publications give
detailed geological information.

The official returns give the owners
of the mine as Ridge Hill Barytes
Mines Ltd., 42 Seal Street, Liverpool.

 In 1924 the owners seem to have
arranged a social gathering for the
men at a local hotel and this is
reported in full in the local newspaper
(see figure 2 on next page).

The mine had recently reached the
depth of 177ft. and it was stated that
they proposed to sink another 60 or
90 ft. This fits well with the
information above.

The management appears to have
been :

Managing Director - J.H.Crumpsty
Secretary - J.J.Baines
Mine Manager - W.Croft
(all three based in Liverpool)

Mine Foreman - Arthur Bishop
(called “Captain” locally)

The Dinner
The dinner is said to have been
attended by “all the men employed in
the mine”, which according to the
official statistics reached it’s peak at
this time (about 13 on surface and 14
men underground in 1923). The
number varied considerably and was
down to a total of 8 in 1925, but rose
again slightly later. A photograph
taken about 1924 shows 16 men (see
figure 3).

It seems surprising that the dinner
was held at this time since the mine
had recently been the scene of two
fatal accidents. On September 8th,
1922, William Thomas Whittall (aged
34), described as “a trammer” had
been killed by a fall of rock and on
March 8th, 1924 Oliver Edward
Davies (aged 21), a pump attendant
had died from injuries when petrol
got on to his clothing and was
ignited by the flame of his acetylene
lamp. This was only seven months
before the Dinner.

The miners attending the Dinner were
believed to have included George

Davies, father of the miner killed and
Jno Watkin, a “pitman” who gave
evidence at the inquest on Davies.
Others could have included Jack
Watkin (back row, far right on the
photograph) and Will Lewis (front
row, third from right), while others
might have been the entertainers at
the Dinner, C.F.Millington and
S.Garner.

Recently Mrs. Trow has been
interviewed and a short tape
recording made. From this and the
memories of those present, the
following has been deduced. The
mine “belonged” to the Powys Estate
and Mrs. Trow remembers posting
letters to Mr. Croft in Liverpool. She
said that £20,000 was invested in the
mine.

The mine had an office (“a hen
house”) with a desk and two chairs,
one for Mr. Bishop, the other for the
“boss” when he came from Liverpool
(both chairs are still kept by the
family). A cleaner was paid six pence
a day to tidy the office. There was
also a “big shed with a big furnace”
stoked with coal delivered by Lewis
from Minsterley. This was brought
by steam lorry from Montgomery
station. The mine also had a
blacksmiths shop with a forge. Mrs.
Trow also remembers a tramway to
Hagley but her most vivid memories
are of watching the large winding
wheel going round and “seeing two
men in a barrel” coming up the shaft,
each man had two candles stuck to
their hat.

The barytes produced seems to have
been transported from the mine to the
roadside at Hagley on a narrow
gauge railway track, described by
Mrs. Trow as a “little train” but most
likely horse drawn. From here it went
by lorry to either Minsterley or
Montgomery station.

Figure 1: Employment Statistics for Ridge Hill Mine
(from Official Returns)

Employment 1922 1923 1924 1925 1929
Surface 8 13 10 4 10
Underground 13 14 9 4 9

See figure 1 for
employment
statistics.
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RIDGE HILL MINE

A pleasant social gathering took place at the Herbert Arms Hotel, Chirbury, on Saturday evening,
when the directors of the Ridge Hill Barytes Mine Ltd. entertained their employees in celebration
of the cutting of the lode from their new shaft. The mine, which is situated at the foot of the Ridge
Hill, a little over a mile from Chirbury, has been worked for some years on the 'incline and level”
system with fair success, but in order to get to greater depth and tap the resources in the way of
barytes which the management felt sure to exist, it was decided to sink a shaft, and operations
were begun on 11th April last. The work was engineered and carried out successfully under the
direction of Mr. W. Croft and was carried out by Mr. A. Bishop, the mines foreman, and his staff,
in a very creditable manner. The shaft which is 177 feet in depth was completed on August 21st,
and a cross cut to the lode was begun on the following day. The lode was cut on 12th September,
at a distance of 60 feet from the shaft. The vein which has been struck is a good one, 4 ft. 6 ins.
wide, and is confidently expected to ensure prosperous working for some years to come, and
is, moreover, of excellent quality. The operations will have a good effect on employment in this
district.

The dinner on Saturday was attended by all the men employed at the mine. An excellent dinner
was provided under the direction of Mr. C. V. White. The managing director, Mr. J. H. Crumpsty,
presided, and was supported by Mr. J. J. Baines, secretary; Mrs Crumpsty, Mrs Baines, Mr W.
Crofts, Mr E. Crumpsty and Mr A. Bishop. The toast of 'The King' was honoured, and a capital
programme of songs was contributed by Mr. Baines, Mr. C. V. White, Mr. C. F. Millington, Mr.
E. Crumpsty and Mr. S. Gardner. Miss Joan Coxon was the accompanist. Entertainments by Mr.
A. Erskine were also very much appreciated. During an interval in the programme the toast of
the evening, 'The Ridge Hill Mine', was proposed by the Chairman. He congratulated Mr. Croft,
Mr. Bishop, and all concerned on the part they had taken in the operations. Mr. Baines, in
supporting, said the directors had decided to sink another sixty or ninety feet, as they knew that
meant continuation of work for them all. Mr Croft thanked the Chairman and Mr. Baines for
their remarks. Mr. Bishop, on his own behalf and on behalf of the men, thanked the previous
speakers for their remarks, and expressed his appreciation of the good relations existing between
the company and their employees.

The County Times, Saturday October 13th 1923

Ridge Hill Mine, near Chirbury - Introduction & Background
Continued ...

Figure 2

Figure 3:
Ridge Hill Miners
c1924.

Picture:
Mrs. J.Preshous

Jack Watkin -
back row, far right

Will Lewis - front
row, third from
right
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Ridge Hill Mine, near Chirbury - Surviving Remains
Mike Shaw

Map 1: Ridge Hill Mine Location (NGR: SO 279 980) on the 1884 OS Map

As will be seen in the above article,
by Ivor Brown, Ridge Hill mine was
an isolated barytes mine possibly
“discovered” during quarrying
operations. As is often the case some
remains exist which offer some
picture of a mine. In the case of Ridge
Hill there are scars on site, the
vertical shaft location is clear though
it is long filled, a short adit is still
open and the site of the main adit can
be deduced. There are also several
concrete bases and two steel
uprights said to be part of an oil
engine installation for agricultural
purposes, though, as the mine had a
Blackstone oil engine, it is possible
that they could relate to this.

Quite a number of mine buildings in
the county have been sold for further
use as no doubt have many pieces of

plant but the number surviving in
one place, from Ridge Hill is
presumably unique.

Just out of Churchstoke there is a
small workshop which has been a
sawmill and was equipped quite
substantially from the mine. The
workshop building itself was a First
World War army hut used as the
mine's plant building, it has been
somewhat altered and extended. The
building is approximately 10 yards by
16 yards and clad in corrugated iron,
replaced in part with modern profile
sheeting. A lean-to has been added
on the south east corner as part of
it’s sawmill function. The roof
trusses were cut and have been re-
made to remove the building from the
mine without apparently having to
clear out the plant first.

It was purchased by Ernest and
Ernest R D Corfield (whose sons and
grandsons still own it) from the mine
for £20 and moved by lorry by Albert
Habgood a haulier from Churchstoke.

Inside the building is a magnificent
saw bench, it is 11 feet long and just
over 3 feet wide with a 2 inch thick
cast iron fixed bed, it stands on
(presumably, though I only looked
for 2) four fluted legs. Power was via
a belt at the rear from the mine's
Blackstone oil engine which was
replaced in 1940 by the present V
twin diesel engine, which cost £90.

Also from the mine are lengths of rail
(and fishplates) on which run two
bogies utilising wheel sets and
bearings from mine trams, these have
a superstructure of approximately 6
inch square timber to support the
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logs for sawing. (The layout is
shown in figure 4.)

Logs were delivered into the yard,
loaded on to the bogies, pushed
alongside the bench and then onto it.
The line outside the building has
long been lifted.

The wood was then slid along the
bed using a ratcheted hand crank on
the sawbench with a dog in the end
of the log and winched using a pulley
in the yard. One or both bogies were
lifted onto the second line to support
the sawn lengths which came off the
bench into the lean-to. Also from the
mine is a cast iron winch which no
doubt was used in the sawmill but
was also used to winch Dutch barns
up. (The workshop also contains,
though now buried, a sawpit and the
necessary saws.)

I would like to thank Mrs Trow for
talking to me, John
Bishop, her nephew and
the son of a Ridge Hill
miner for arranging that
meeting and Vic Corfield
for taking the time to
show me the sawmill and
explain its working. I also
thank Ivor Brown for
telling me of Mrs Trow's
existence and providing
contact details.

Ridge Hill Mine, near Chirbury - Surviving Remains
Continued ...

Figure 8, below: Brynkin Saw mill - North elevation of the former Ridge
Hill mine building.                                         Pictures: Mike Shaw, 13th May 2008

Figure 7, below: View along the
sawbench with the blade and guard
in the centre, the very rusted chain
used to manoeuvre the logs is the
‘lump’ in the right foreground.

Figures 5, above left: One of the two bogies on the line behind the
sawbench. Figure 6, above right: The former mine winch.

Figure 4
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Ridge Hill Mine, near Chirbury - The Site Today
Kelvin Lake and Peter Eggleston

Apart from the short open adit, and
the crowned, rubbish filled shaft
visitors to Ridge Hill mine today are
faced with a number of concrete
bases. Exactly what they were for is
uncertain, although one (‘F’ on figure
11)  appears to have held a small
engine, probably an oil engine, with
twin flywheels - the indents in the
base are curve to allow for the
rotation of a flywheel.

Foundation bases ‘A’ and ‘B’ (see
figures 9 & 11) are thought to have
been for the winding engine.

At the time of our visit (May 2008)
due to the undergrowth it was not
possible to determine where the
backstays of the headframe might
have been.

A simple compass and tape survey
was made of the remains (see figure
11), most of the bases still had
holding down bolts set in them (apart
from blocks ‘C’ and ‘J’. Block ‘J’ was
curious in that it appeared to be two
octagonal pillars - one still in good
condition, were they actually ‘inside’
some structure as a counter weight?

Of the two adits, only one is still
open, although the site of the other
(reputed to have had the inclined
shaft inside it) can be seen (see
figure 12), but appears to have been
bulldozed and is now covered with
tree branches and brambles.

The surviving adit is set 3.96m into a
cutting and once had a door (0.8m
wide, 0.14m thick) - perhaps the adit
was once used as a store?

The adit is 9.85m long, typically 1.76
high and 1.2m wide.

Figure 9, above: View North-Northwest
across the site towards the shaft. The
letters refer to bases on the survey (figure
11).

Figure 10: The ends of blocks A & B
furthest from the shaft, with ‘key’ section
and 1” diameter bolts.
(NGR: SO 2786 9794)

Pictures: Kelvin Lake, I.A.Recordings
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Ridge Hill Mine, near Chirbury - The Site Today
Continued ...

Figure 11
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Ridge Hill Mine, near Chirbury - The Site Today
Continued ...

Figure 15:  Site of the two adits - the surviving open adit is on the right, with the run-in main adit site on the left.

Figure 13: The
doorway at the
entrance to the
surviving adit.
(NGR: SO 2786
9789)

Figure 14, above: View out of the surviving adit.

Figure 12, above:
The intact
octagonal pillar of
base ‘J’ - 0.8m
across faces.
(NGR: SO 2787
9794)
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Oldest Fossils?
Traces of animal life have been found
in rocks, in Oman, dating back 635
million years. Pushing back the
earliest accepted date for animal life
on Earth by tens of millions of years.

The evidence takes the form of
chemical markers that are highly
distinctive of sponges when they die
and their bodies break down in rock-
forming sediments. The detection of
these markers indicates that sponges
were ecologically important on the
seafloor at that time - probably
existing as small colonies with body
dimensions of a few millimetres at
most, surviving by filtering organic
detritus in the water column.

Researchers can usually determine
the presence of ancient life in rock
strata by looking for the fossilised
remains of skeletons or the hardened
record of the creatures' movements,
such as their footprints or crawl
marks.

But for organisms deep in geological
history that were extremely small and
soft bodied, scientists have had to
develop novel techniques to uncover
their existence.

One of these newer methods
involves detecting breakdown
products from the lipid molecules
which act as important structural
components in the cell membranes of
animals.

Over time, these will transform to
leave a molecule known as
cholestrane; and for sponges, this
exclusively takes the form known as
24-isopropylcholestane.

The discovery pre-dates the end of
the Marinoan glaciation, a deep
freeze in Earth history. It raises
questions about the "snowball earth"
theory (where the earth was covered
by ice and the oceans were frozen to
a depth of 2km even at the equator).
How could sponges be living under
such conditions?

Complied from News Reports,
February 2009

News Round-Up 2

Underground Fire
On the morning of Wednesday 11th
February a fire broke out at Monks
Park underground storage site in
Corsham, Wiltshire. The former stone
mine is used by Leafield Logistics to
store surplus MoD equipment which
it buys and sells.

The affected area, 30m below the
surface, covers approximately five
acres (of the total mine area of 18
acres), and is secured by fire doors -
part of the mine's fire management
system. It was thought that the fire
was caused by an electric forklift
truck.

It took 4 days for Fire crews and
Mines Rescue teams to extinguish
the fire. They eventually pumped in
two batches of 20,000 cubic metres of
nitrogen gas into the area to starve it
of oxygen.

During the incident the Health
Protection Agency (HPA) was
advising people who live in the
Corsham area to stay at least 500m
(550 yards) away from the site.

Complied from various News
Reports, February 2009

First ‘Clean Coal’
Aberdeen-based Thornton New
Energy (a subsidiary of BCG Energy)
has been granted the UK's first
“Underground coal gasification”
(UCG) licence from the Coal
Authority.

The firm plans to drill into coalfields
and convert coal into combustible
gas while it is still underground,
using the gas for electricity
generation, while retaining carbon
dioxide emissions underground. The
resulting gas can also be used in
industrial heating and even the
manufacture of hydrogen or ultra
clean diesel fuel.

The company claim that “The award
of the country's first UCG licence is a
significant milestone in Scotland
moving towards new, cleaner forms
of electricity generation and it helps
ensure that we won't have to be too
reliant on importing energy from
other countries in the future.
Underground coal gasification can
provide a long-term sustainable,
cheap, secure and environmentally
benign energy supply”.

The firm’s plans are for a rebirth of
coal in Scotland, utilising the vast
expertise developed in the North Sea
over the past 40 years and combining
it with a traditional energy source,
which has played a massive role in
the Scottish economy for the past
200 years.

BBC News, 17th February 2009

Air in
Compressor

Gas out

Over burden

Surface

Bore holes

Coal
Seam

Oxidation
to CO2

Reduction
to CO

Gasifier formed in seam

The basic concept of
underground gasification 

of coal

Coal Gassification
No details of the process Thornton
New Energy plan to use in their
‘Clean Coal’ extraction (see article
left) has been revealed, however,
members may remember the article in
'Below!' 1995.5 by Ivor Brown on the
various experiments that took place
on UCG in the Forest of Wyre
Coalfield in the 1950s.

These involved (amongst others):
i) drilling boreholes and creating a

‘pneumatic linkage’ between them
using high pressure air,

ii) using ‘electro-linkage’ with
electrodes at the bottom of
boreholes

iii) driving parallel roadways in the
seam linked by horizontal and
vertical boreholes.

All seemed to have problems. It will
be interesting to see what actually
happens up in Fife.
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire No.11,
Fatalities in Quarries and Open Pits, Ivor Brown

When Account No.24 was published
by the Club it was stated that another
Account would give details of quarry
fatalities, but for a number of reasons
this does not now seem likely. The
work already done however is given
in brief in this article.

Accidents in quarries and open pits
in Shropshire have been detailed in
inquest papers, parish registers and
newspaper reports since at least the
sixteenth century. They have been
mentioned occasionally, although
not a legal necessity, in the Mines
Inspector’s reports from the 1850s to
the 1880s. For example in 1868
H.Horton was reported as killed by a
“fall of earth in an ironstone
openwork” at Mossey Green, Old
Park, Shropshire.

Reports of fatalities did not appear regularly in the Inspectors reports until
the passing of the Quarries Act in 1894. This Act followed research by a
Commission of Inquiry into quarry accidents in which various types of
accidents were studied.

One entry gives the following information relating to Shropshire.

Fatal Accidents over the period 1884 -94:
“Basalt” Quarries Total Number Rate per 1000

employed killed employed
Clee Hill Granite Quarry 300 1 0.33
Clee Hill Dhustone Quarry 200 1 0.50
Field & Mackay Titterstone Quarry 200 1 0.50

----- ---
700 3

For comparison Old Delabole Quarry in Cornwall is given as:
                        “employed 400, deaths 11, rate 2.75”

It seem therefore that these Shropshire quarries were at least 5 times safer
then the Cornish example, even though the ‘basalt’ quarries continued to
have probably the worst quarry accident record in Shropshire up until the

SHOCK NO ACCIDENT AT MUCH WENLOCK
FOUR QUARRYMEN ELECTROCUTED

LORRY CONTACTS ELECTRIC CABLE

Four men were killed last night when a tipping lorry with which they were
working came in contact with a live electric wire at the Farley Quarry,
Much Wenlock.

The lorry, which was engaged in tipping rock, was standing near the
wires, and as the rear portion was tilted there was a vivid flash and some
of the men actually on the lorry and the others close by were contacted.

The four dead men are:-
Thomas C. Cooke, aged 47, labourer, of 5, Havelock Crescent, Much
Wenlock; William Evans, labourer, of 1, King Street, Broseley; Charles
Rawlings, lorry driver, address as yet unknown; Frederick Fewtrell, lorry
driver, address also unknown.

The bodies of the four men are now at the Much Wenlock Cottage
Hospital and the District Coroner has been informed.

It is understood that two of the men were engaged in winding the
winches when contact was established with the overhanging power line.
The other two rushed to their assistance but were caught by the current
and eventually shared the same fate. Artificial respiration was applied
without success.

The two men whose addresses are not given were employed by Mr. V.
A. Downes, haulage contractor of Avonlea, Cardington, near Church
Stretton.

Wellington Journal 31 May 1940

Box 1
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire No.11,
Fatalities in Quarries and Open Pits, continued...

1930s. (It is a fact that in some years the quarry fatal
accident rate in Shropshire was worse than the mines
fatal accident rate.)

As might be expected there were very few multi-fatal
accidents in Shropshire quarries and the worst found so
far was when four workers were electrocuted at Farley
Quarry in 1940 (see Box 1). For help in locating this

incident and other information from local newspapers
the writer is indebted to David Coxill and Steve
Dewhirst.

The other multi-fatal accident found also occurred in
1940 when two men were asphyxiated by falling sand at
Buildwas Sand Pit. The incident is described in the
Wellington Journal as follows:

TWO MEN KILLED AT BUILDWAS, BURIED BY FALL OF SAND

Two men met their death at Buildwas on Friday when they were buried by a fall of sand in a sandpit,
where they were working. They where John Bruce age 66 of Wyre Hill, Buildwas and John Hewlett
Heath aged 22 of 154 Salthouse Road, Jackfield. Nobody saw the accident and the rescue work was
rendered extremely hazardous by the further falls of sand in the pit as the bodies were dug out.

Criticism of the method of loading the sand into the lorry was made at the inquest. It was stated that
the lorry was standing broadside on to the face of the sand pit, and the men appeared to have been
working between the vehicle and the face, loading it with sand. The Wellington Coroner, Mr. J. V. T.
Lander, said that for the safety of workers in such employment it was better to have lorries at right-
angles to the face, so that the men would have a better chance of getting away in case of a fall.

Mr. E. Rowley, H.M. Divisional Inspector of Mines, said that many accidents had been caused in this
way. He would like to point out, he said, the desirability of working the face in "benches," or maintaining
such a "batter" that a fall of that description could not occur.

The inquest was opened at Iron-Bridge on Saturday, when Joseph Bruce, foreman bricklayer, identified
the body of Bruce as that of his father, and John Heath identified the body of Heath as that of his son,
who, he said, was employed by Mrs. Bruce as a lorry driver engaged in loading and delivering sand.

DISCOVERED BY MAID SERVANT
When the inquest was resumed on Tuesday Ellen Mabel Binnersley, domestic servant employed by Mrs.
Bruce, told how she discovered that there had been an accident as she was going home from work. Her
way lay past the sand pit, which was in Station Road, and when she got near it she noticed a lorry standing
alongside the sand face. It was covered with sand. She could not see anyone with it. While she was
looking at the lorry some more sand fell from the face and completely smothered it. She knew that Mr
Bruce had been working in the sand pit, so she ran for assistance.

Edward Lewis, bailiff, of Abbey Lodge, Buildwas  is, said that he was standing outside his home at
about 4 p.m. when the previous witness came running down the road. When he heard what had
happened he sent his wife to telephone the police, and telling his daughter to bring her first aid outfit
he set out for the sand pit. When he got there he found the lorry covered with sand except for one side.
He shouted "Jack, where are you?" but got no reply.

At the sand pit he was joined by William Henry Ruck, crossing keeper at Buildwas, and together they
climbed over the lorry. When they got to the other side they saw the forearm of a man sticking out of
the sand. They started to scratch the sand away and presently found the body of Bruce.
Leaving Ruck to hold Bruce's head above the sand, Lewis dashed off for further help. There were some
men working about 100 yards away on the railway line, and between 30 and 40 of them came along.
"They worked hard and well in removing the sand," said Lewis.

They eventually found the body of Heath beside the motor lorry.
Wellington Journal, 2nd August 1940

Box 2
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Date Name of Quarry Name (age) Occupation Cause
1896, 7 Sept. Hollinswood Slag Hills W.Underwood (49)labourer, Crushed in machinery.
1897, 9 Feb. Porthywaun Limestone R. Morric (48) Rockman Fell off a ledge on quarry face.

24 June. Titterstone Basalt J.James (24) Loader Fall of stone from 80ft. above.
1898, 29 Aug. Bridge Sandstone T.Lloyd (42) Quarryman Fell from a plank bridge over 60ft.

                                   (“worse for drink”).
1899, 20 Dec. Grinshill Sandstone R.Hughes (58) Quarryman Fall of stone from quarry face.
1899,     - Exleys Clay Pit T.Goodall Engineer Fell into machinery.

1900 - nil -

1901, 23 Jan. Clee Hill Basalt T.Crowther (30) Quarryman Fall of stone from 40ft. above.
14 Nov. Sweeney Clay H.Williams (49) Engineman Bursting of crosstube of vertical boiler.

1902, 28 Jan. Porthywaun Limestone R.Jones (40) Quarryman Fell off a ledge down 50ft.
27 Feb. Titterstone Basalt B.Not (71) Stonebreaker Knocked down by railway wagon.
19 Nov. Titterstone Basalt H.Vernon (21) Quarryman Fall of stone from 25ft. above.
8 Dec. Clee Hill Basalt W.Kay (15) Driver Run over by wagon when driving horse.

1903, 3 Feb. Clee Hill Basalt W.Teague (36) Driller Fall of stone from 12ft. above.
10 Feb. Titterstone Basalt A.Preece (60) Stonebreaker Knocked down by a truck.

1904, 24 July Presthope Limestone Quarry foreman Fell from top of quarry face when snaring rabbits at night.
7 Sept. Bridge Sandstone W.Thomas (29) Labourer Crushed between box of waste suspended

from crane against wall.
10 Sept. Titterstone Basalt - Engineman Died from lead poisoning after making joints

on engine etc.

1905, 9 June Titterstone Basalt Boy (10) (not employed)Run over by railway wagons at quarry.
1906, 13 Nov. Granham’s Moor Sandstone J.Hayward (42) Quarryman Fall of rock from face quarry.
1907, 26 July Clee Hill Basalt J.Neale (76) Loader Crushed by moving wagon.

1908, 3 March Presthope Limestone Quarryman Pre-ignition of charge of explosive by sparks.
10 Aug. Grinshill Sandstone F.J.Johnson Quarry Foreman 30cwt block of stone tilted over

and crushed him.
28 Aug. Clee Hill Basalt T.Cleeton (67) Labourer Fall of rock from quarries 36ft. high face.

1909, 7 June Mount Pleasant Sandstone R.Davies (48) Quarryman Block of stone fell from crane’s chain upon
 him.

9 Sept. Porthywaun Limestone E.Lewis (34) Carter Horse shied, run over by his own cart.
2 Oct. Nantmawr Limestone D.Jones (61) Quarryman Fell about 18ft. into quarry, believed died of

injuries.
1910 - nil -
1911 - nil -

1912, 14 Aug. Clee Hill Basalt W.Hill (45) Quarryman Fall of stone from 16ft. above.
1913, 11 Aug. Clee Hill Basalt G.Mapp (34) Quarryman Fall of stone from 50ft. above.
1914, 16 July Ruckley Sandstone T.H.Davies (55) Quarryman Fall of stone from above him on a ledge.

1923, 6 March Clee Hill Granite Co. W.Beddoe (29), Catherton, Engine Driver, Caught up in revolving machinery.
1929, March Abdon Stone W.Morris (45) Quarry labourer, Crushed between two rail wagons.
1930, 22 Aug. Squilver Stone J.A.Mann Quarry worker Fell into quarry machinery when in

operations.

1937, April Doseley Basalt A.Kelsey (47) Stone cracker Injury caused by stone chip went septic.
1940, 30 May Farley T.C.Cooke, W.Evans, C.Rawlings, F.Fewtrell see box 1.

2 Aug. Buildwas (Station Rd.) J.Bruce (66), J.Hewlett-Heath (22) see box 2.
22 Nov. Pontesbury Hill A.T.Elwell (16) Labourer Fell from top of quarry face about 24ft.

Table 1: Incomplete List of Fatalities at Shropshire Quarries 1896 - 1950
This list is almost certainly incomplete, particularly in the later years - the writer would be interested in receiving
informationof any others known.

All the other incidents found so far for the period 1894 onwards have been single fatalities. Those listed in table 1
were obtained, for the period 1896 to 1914 from the Mines Inspector reports and after 1914 from the local newspapers.

Mining Incidents in Shropshire No.11,
Fatalities in Quarries and Open Pits, continued...
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What the Papers Said - From the Colliery Guardian
submitted by Steve Dewhirst

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT AT COALPORT.
THE FORMATION OF SULPHATE OF ZINC IN BLAST FURNACES

THE formation of sulphate of zinc inside blast furnaces, as mentioned in my last, is by no means
confined to furnaces where the Ulverstone ore is used, complaints, I have since ascertained, are
made by managers of other works, where that mineral has never been employed. Where “white flat”
ironstone has been freely used, I find there is a disposition to attribute it to that; but in one furnace
I am acquainted with, where the white flat is neither used nor found on the estate, the same
obstruction has been met with- The ore found generally throughout the Shropshire coalfield is
Penneystone - It is generally used in connexion with others, and is by far the most important member
of the Shropshire carboniferous series.

Almost every other nodule of that ore contains a central substance, a coprolite or a fossil plant or
shell. And nothing is more common than to find surrounding it, or filling up the cavities of the
structure, a portion of blende. This is, no doubt, the source from whence the greater portion is
derived. Still, all the ores, more or less, are found to possess the same features- The only way,
therefore, to solve the difficulty, will be the adoption of some chemical means whereby the
substance thus set at liberty in smelting may be carried off in combination with the gases while they
escape from the tunnel. The reason why this accumulation is more rapid and more noticed now than
formerly, is that the quantity of ore consumed has increased at least three-fold. It is quite within
recollection when sixty tons per week was reckoned an extraordinary make of iron. Now, we have
furnaces making 160 tons of No- 1 best forge metal, and the furnace just blown out for repair at
Hollinswood made, I believe, 202 tons of iron per week. Orders at the Coalbrookdale Works are
by no means equal to what they have been, but the proprietors continue operations as usual, working
to stock.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A READING-ROOM, LIBRARY, NEWS-ROOM,
LABORATORY, &C- FOR THE USE OF THE  WORKPEOPLE; LECTURE ON THE

FINE ARTS IN THEIR RELATION TO MANUFACTURES.
A very fine structure is just now advancing towards completion, containing a suite of rooms
designed to answer all the purposes of library, laboratory, reading-room, news-room, &c , suited
to a Mechanics’ Institution built by the proprietors. A drawing-school has been estimated, and also
a music-class. On Tuesday evening last, the members, chiefly young men engaged as moulders-
fitters, and designers, were privileged to hear an admirable lecture on the Fine Arts, in relation to
their modern means and requirements, by George Wallis, Esq., head master of the Birmingham
School of Art. The lecturer first showed the rise and progress of art among the ancients, pointed
out its distinguishing features, and dwelt at some length upon the positions, that in manufacturing,
reference should always be had to the use for which an article is designed, the material of which it
is to be composed, and the means by which it is to be produced.

9
th
 January 1858

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT AT SHREWSBURY.
FATAL EXPLOSION OF FIRE-DAMP

On Saturday last, an explosion of firedamp occurred at the Lower Spring Pit, belonging to the
Lilleshall Company. It seems that two men went down into the pit to complete some “holeing “
they had left unfinished the day before ; they were followed by a boy, who carried in his hand a
lighted candle. He was about to light another candle when an explosion took place. One of the men
and the lad were suffocated, and when brought up were quite dead. The other man had a narrow
escape for his life. The inquest was adjourned.

13
th
 March 1858
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Chinese Investments
Global commodity prices hit record
highs in the summer of 2008, before
falling back sharply amid the global
downturn. This has had a serious
effect on a number of mining
companies.

In early February Australian miner Oz
Minerals warned of asset write-
downs of about 2bn Australian
dollars (A$2bn) because of sharp
falls in commodity prices. Following
this announcement China's
Minmetals agreed to buy Oz Minerals
for A$2.6bn ($1.7bn, £1.2bn).

Although the board of Oz minerals
decided that the offer was "in the
best interest of their shareholders",
the deal needs to be approved by
Australian foreign investment
regulators.

Also in early February mining giant
Rio Tinto announced that Chinese
firm Chinalco was to invest $19.5bn
in the business.

The deal could lead to Chinalco
increasing its stake in Rio to 18%
from the current level of 9%.

Various News Reports,
February 2009

BHP lays-off 6,000
The world's biggest mining group,
Anglo-Australian BHP Billiton, says
it plans to cut some 6,000 jobs
worldwide to cope with falling
demand for its products.

The lay-offs amount to some 6% of
its 101,000-strong workforce and
follow similar cuts by rival Rio Tinto.

It is also closing its Ravensthorpe
nickel mine in Australia due to poor
profitability prospects.

The price of nickel, used mainly in
the production of stainless steel, has
dropped as the once-insatiable
demand for raw materials, particularly
from China, has weakened.

In Australia, 3,400 jobs will be lost,
another 2,000 in Chile and 550 at the
Pinto Valley copper mine in the US.

In a statement, it also said it would
cut production at its Mount Keith
nickel mine, also in Australia, to
preserve its economic viability.
However, the company said it would
maintain nickel concentrate output.

The price of nickel has dropped from
$51,000 (£36,700) per metric ton in
May 2007 to about $9,300 (£6,300)
per metric ton.

BHP made a pre-tax profit of
US$6.9bn (£4.8bn) in the six months
to 31 December, down 25% from
$9.1bn a year earlier.

New Reports, January 2009

Mining Toll 'below 100,000'
China’s State Administration of
Work Safety office has announced
that the death toll among coal mine
workers fell 15% last year, compared
to that of 2007.

The official death toll last year was
91,172, the first time since 1995 that
the figure fell below 100,000.

The death rate in coal mine accidents,
per 1 million tonnes of coal produced,
dropped 20.4% year-on-year to 1.182,
the work safety office added.

Officials said tougher law
enforcement and shutting illegal
mines had helped. China closed 1,054
illegal coal mines in 2008, but
government figures show that almost
80% of the country's 16,000 mines
remain illegal.

Last year, illegal mines produced 35%
of the nation’s coal, but accounted
for 73% (21,000) of mining deaths in
the industry.

As ‘Below’ goes to print, there is
news of a large mining disaster in
Shanxi province with over 73 miners
killed and 113 in hospital following an
undeground explosion.

BBC News, 28th January 2009

Aborigines Win Mine Battle
Aborigines in Australia have won a
court case against the Anglo-Swiss
mining giant Xstrata, who had
planned to divert the McArthur River
to allow for the expansion of a zinc
mine in the Northern Territory,
turning it from an underground to an
open cast operation.

A Federal Court decided that the
government did not follow the proper
process in allowing the mine's
expansion to go ahead in 2006.

Over 5km (3 miles) of the river has
already been diverted, and the
traditional owners are now
demanding that it be returned to its
original course.

Xstrata has expressed
disappointment and says it might be
forced to close the mine.

BBC News, 17th December 2008

Apatite Mine Explosion
At least 12 people were killed and
five injured in an explosion at an
Apatite Mine near Kirovsk, in the
Murmansk region of north-west
Russia.

The mine is operated by OAO Apatit,
a major Russian company that
produces apatite - a mineral
commonly used in making fertiliser.

Russia's mining safety watchdog has
launched an investigation into the
accident. One miner remains
unaccounted for.

BBC News, 12th December 2008

Massive job losses
More than 200,000 jobs have been
lost in the Democratic Republic of
Congo amid a collapse in mineral
prices as a result of the global
economic downturn.

More than 40 firms processing
minerals had shut by the end of
November 2008, mainly in the
southern Katanga province.

About half of the world's cobalt and
4% of the copper is in Katanga - the
richest province in DR Congo. The
country has long been popular with
mining companies, with its rich
supplies of cobalt, copper, tin,
radium, uranium, diamonds and
coltan, a vital ingredient for mobile
phones.

BBC News Reports,
9th December 2009

Foreign News Round-Up
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Evidence for the earliest phases of
mining are usually very hard to
obtain. Broadly speaking, the earlier
the period the less likely it is that
useful documents will survive.
Equally, there is nothing particularly
diagnostic about the surface remains
left by early mines; shallow mines
(the so-called bell pits) of any period
tend to leave the same signature of a
shaft depression surrounded by a
low mound.

For the Wyre Forest Coalfield, the
only suggestion of medieval mining
came from the purchase by
Worcester Cathedral in the late 14th

Century of “coals” from Abberley1 .
Unfortunately at this date “coal” can
mean charcoal rather than mineral
coal, and so the significance of the
record is unclear.

However, around Chorley and
Billingsley are the remains of two
early iron-smelting sites. The slag
from these demonstrated that they
were bloomeries; small furnaces that
were used before blast furnaces were
introduced in the area in the 1570s.
These almost certainly would have
used locally mined iron ore and so if
they could be dated, this would in
turn date the ironstone mines that are
adjacent. Accordingly, a local group,
the Four Parishes Heritage Group,
obtained a grant of £23,000 to
investigate them. As will be
described below, the resulting
archaeological and documentary
work has been very productive.

The archaeological investigations of
the two bloomeries was carried out
by Dr Tim Young of GeoArch and
Cardiff University; Tim is also
currently chair of the Historical
Metallurgy Society. The first of the
sites he looked at was Ned’s Garden
(Figure 1, SO 706840). The pottery
from this site clearly demonstrated
that it had been at work in the 13th

Century; it is possible that it might
have started work in the late 12th

Century and finished in the early 14th,
but neither of these dates can be
securely established2 . In many ways,
the precise dating is immaterial.

Medieval Mining in the Wyre Forest
David Poyner

Throughout much of the 12th and 13th

Centuries, the economy both
nationally and locally was doing well,
with strong population growth
feeding a demand for manufactured
goods. Thus there would have been
a demand for iron and mined
ironstone.

At the end of the 12th Century
Stottesdon was owned by the
Gamage family; it then passed to the
Pantulfs before coming to John de
Plessetis3 . All of these families were
wealthy and powerful and could
easily have established the local iron
industry. De Plessetis tried to turn
Stottesdon into a market town and
there is no doubt that he would have
encouraged mining and iron
production even if he did not
establish it. It is also very significant
that the site was abandoned by the
early 14th Century at the latest.

The good times came to an end, first
with a series of disastrous harvests
from 1315-22, where many people
died of starvation, then the Black
Death of 1347-9, which killed between
a third and a half of the population.
Neither mining nor iron production
was likely to have flourished under
those circumstances.

The next evidence for mining comes
from the documentary record. Much
of the country between Cleobury,
Neen Savage and Kinlet belonged to
the powerful Mortimer family and
was in Cleobury Park. This was
essentially a deer farm on the edge of
the Wyre Forest, to provide the
Mortimers with animals for hunting
and meat for their table. The precise
boundaries of the park are unclear,
but the extent of its core area is clear
enough. A few scattered accounts
from the park keepers survive and
one of these, from 1384/5 records the
sale of 8 dozen and 4 loads of “iron
mine” for 8/44 .

An account of 1373/4 does not
mention any such sale, so it is
possible that mining only started in
the mid 1380s; nor are sales recorded
in an account of 1389/905 . The mines
can be located with a high degree of
precision as there is only one place in
the park where ironstone can be
found; on the banks of Baveney
Brook in Malpass Wood (Figure 1,
SO 704774; the site is that marked
“ironstone mines”). Here two seams
of iron-rich sandstone outcrop in the
brook within a few hundred yards of
each other and both outcrops are
pitted with shafts6 .

The “load” would probably be
equivalent to that which could be
carried in a pannier by a packhorse

Above: Reconstruction of a
bloomery furnace by Dr. Tim Young,
July 2007 in Highley Country Park.
Fired using local ironstone and
charcoal.

Below: A typical sized ‘bloom’ of
wrought iron from a bloomery
furnace (about 2 or 3 kg in weight) -
this would have been hammered
into tools by a smith.
Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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and so the output looks likely to be
that of perhaps a single miner and an
assistant working for several months.
Whilst it is small scale, it is
significant as it shows that mining
had resumed in the Wyre Forest
Coalfield, after the disasters of the
earlier 14th Century.

There is no mention of any more iron
production in Stottesdon until the
middle of the 15th Century, by which
time the manor had passed to John
Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk. A set of
summary accounts covering the
manor from 1455/6 survive7 . These
record income of £2 from the lease of
ironstone mines, which must have
been in Chorley; mining had
restarted. This might have been quite
a recent development for the same
accounts also show how a carpenter
was paid to construct a dam for a
“bloomsmithy” and how the bailiff
was sent first to the Forest of Dean
and then to Sheffield to find a smith
who could supervise the new works.

This documentary record ties in well
with the archaeological evidence
from the second bloomery (Fiddle
Bloomery, Figure 1, SO 705828). The
earliest pottery found from this
seems to be mid-late 15th Century8 . It
may not be the works described in
the accounts; there was often a
distinction between a bloomery
where the iron was first produced
and the bloomsmithy where it was
turned into workable bar iron for the
blacksmith. However, it is clear that
ironstone mining had resumed in
Chorley by the middle of the 15th

Century. It is not known how long it
lasted. The only other set of medieval
accounts for Stottesdon are from
1479-819 . These make no mention of
any bloomery. The accounts are not
detailed and so it or ironstone mines
might simply be included in the entry
for general rents received.

The area of mining in Chorley is very
extensive, but as mining continued
into the 19th Century, it is impossible
to identify the medieval work. The
royalty in 1455/6 of £2 p.a. would
suggest a saleable output of

Medieval Mining in the Wyre Forest
Continued ...

Figure 1. Medieval mining in the Wyre Forest Coalfield.

something like £10-£20 worth of
ironstone; considerably more than
was being produced in Cleobury Park
in the previous century.

As with Chorley, it is very difficult to
know when ironstone mining ceased
in Cleobury Parks. There are a
number of late 15th Century accounts
for the park which mention it, but
always as a null return. Medieval
accounts are notorious for
preserving the memory of former
activities as null returns, many tens

of years after they actually last took
place and yielded any income.

Thus it is possible that the ironstone
mines stopped working at the start of
the 15th Century. However, the
account for 1472/3 has one extra
highly significant detail; it also gives
a null return for rent from mines of
ironstone or “coal” (carbonis in the
original document) in the park of
Cleobury as they had no lessors10 .

There is the usual ambiguity as to
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whether carbonis means charcoal or
as coal. From the structure of the
entry, it seems most likely that it
should be translated as coal. It is also
unlikely that the manor would sell
charcoal; the usual arrangement was
to sell the wood rather than the
finished product. Thus this entry
appears to be the first evidence for
coal production from the Shropshire
part of the Wyre Forest. As with the
ironstone mines, there is a strong
candidate site for this mine; a
collection of shallow workings at SO
700 756, close to Cleobury (Figure 1;
site marked “coal mines”).  The coal
here is part of the “sweet” coals, with
a low sulphur content and may have
been sold to the town of Cleobury.

Thus the history of mining in the
Wyre Forest Coalfield has been
pushed back to the 13th or late 12th

Centuries. At this date it is likely that
ironstone was the principle mineral
that was sought. However, as it is
found adjacent to coal at Chorley, it
seems highly likely that some of this
would also have been brought to the
surface and sold, either as a domestic

fuel or for use by blacksmiths.

It is likely that there was a real break
in mining in the first part of the 14th

Century, due to the disruption
caused by failed harvests and the
Black Death. However, ironstone
mining resumed by the end of the
century and the Chorley mines were
again in production in the 15th

Century. Given this activity, it seems
very likely that it was mineral coal
that was being sold from Abberley in
the late 14th Century and this was
almost certainly being mined near
Cleobury in the 15th Century. Some of
these references are especially
significant as it is possible to relate
them to particular sets of workings
still present on the ground.
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For sale: Cottage with Cave, Bridgnorth
The present owners have spent a
great deal of time transforming the
intricate cave into a more modern
living space, installing damp-
proofing and modern comforts such
as underfloor heating.

Interested?
Dracups Cottage is up for sale
through estate agents Nock
Deighton with a price tag of £199,950.

To view, call:  01746-767767
Shropshire star 11th February 2009

Dracups Cottage, 30 Railway Street,
Bridgnorth - not your 'average'
cottage!

From the front, this 1850s cottage is
no different to any other in this
steeply winding, street, but step
inside and things are a little diferent.

It’s a unique blend of ancient, quirky
and modern, filled with intricate
paintwork, ornate carvings, vaulted
pillars and gothic-style archways
made by the property’s previous
owner, artist Antony Dracup.

When Dracup first brought the
property it had a large, bare,
sandstone cave at the back (not
uncommon in Railway Street).
However, over a ten year period he
transformed the cave into something
"reminiscent of a medieval cathederal
crypt”, levelling out the floor and
building 24 pillars and arched vaults
by hand.

Salt Shortages
As the Media was merrily winding
everyone up about “salt shortages”
the three British salt mines were
increasing production to meet the
demand from councils for “road grit”.

It is reported that Cleveland Potash
at Boulby, started in late November
2008 to devote a higher proportion of
operating days to salt mining instead
of potash (no real problem for them
as all their access/haulage roads are
driven in the lower sodium salt due to
the instability of the potash workings
- as Club members witnessed on
recent trips, with top pressure
bending 20 tonne roof supports and
causing support pillars to “explode”).

Although, demand for salt had grown
so much that the company is
importing 40,000 tonnes of salt from a
sister company in Spain.

It was a similar story at Winsford Salt
mine, Cheshire and Carrickfurgus Salt
mine, Northern Ireland.

Milwr Tunnel Closed
The water company United Utilities
has withdrawn permission to enter
Milwr Tunnel until further notice.
They are undertaking investigations
into the safety of the tunnel.

Although work does not yet appear
to have started.

Grosvenor Caving Club
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Shropshire Mines 100 years ago - 1909
Ivor Brown

Coal Mines
There were 51 mines at work under
the Coal Mines Act, employing 2,821
below ground (four aged 13 to 14
years), 610 males and 42 females on
surface. A total of 3,473. Although
there was a ‘depression in trade’ and
the standard miners’ wages were
reduced by 5% they produced
829,360 tons of coal; 22,801 tons
fireclay; 11,723 tons ironstone; 183
tons iron pyrites and 28,879 tons red
clay.

There were 4 fatal accidents this year,
3 by falls of ground and one on the
surface (when the Lilleshall Company
traffic foreman was run over by a
standard gauge truck on its sidings).

There were no coal getting machines
in use during the year. Seven types
of safety lamp were in use, a total of
2,385 in all.

Metal Mines
Nine mines were in work under the
Metalliferous Mines Act employing
206 underground (including 1 male
under 16 years), 100 males (8 under
16 years) and one female (over 16
years) on surface, in total 307
persons. They produced 9,223 tons
barytes; 949 tons lead ore; 193 tons
zinc ore; 636 tons calcite and 494
tons limestone.

There were no fatal accidents during
the year at these mines.

Quarries
There were 70 quarries at work
employing 620 men “in the quarry”
with 819 males and 1 female “outside
the quarry”, a total of 1,440 persons.
These produced 35,920 tons clay;
387,954 tons igneous rock; 14,729
tons sand and gravel; 182,976 tons
limestone and 39,504 tons sandstone.

Three fatal accidents occurred in
Shropshire quarries, at Nantmawr
(Limestone), Mount Pleasant
(Sandstone) and Porth-y-waen
(Limestone).

Prosecutions
No person was prosecuted by the
Inspector during the year but one
man was prosecuted by the Lilleshall
Company for “sticking a horse with a
dresser (a pick) behind the ear
causing a wound 3 inches deep”,
fined 2/- 6d with £1.4.6d costs.

Special note
The above shows the fatality rate at
Shropshire mines under the Coal
Mines Acts to be 4 in 3,473, equal  to
1 in 868 per year employed and in
quarries 3 in 1,440, equal to 1 in 440
per year. It was obviously twice as
dangerous to work in a quarry than in
a mine at this time!

The Club in 1969,
This was a low-time for the Club. The
number of members were well down
(only 20 members including Full or
Associate had paid by May 1969) but
there was still some activity. The
newsletters continued during the
year (Nos. 55 to 62) but some
newsletters covered several months.

The Brasgyll field base had been
“lost” to the Club. Several ‘officer’
positions had been discontinued and
comments were being made at Club
meetings that members’ average age
was getting older. The Club House
was being used less and ought to be
abandoned and some members even
wanted to change the name of the
Club to make it more attractive to
young cavers.

However the Club received praise for
the way it handled the incident on
Anglesey when a body was retrieved
from a shaft. Also on how it had
handled another incident at the time,
when they were helping show 800
visitors around the Ironbridge Gorge
and the Tar Tunnel during the
Museum Open Day (August 28th).
One of the visitors this day was a

Ivor Brown
certain Alan Taylor who soon joined
the Club and is now President!

During the year activities centred on
North Wales and most visits were
made to this area, the newsletters
only mention one visit to South
Shropshire (to Burgam and Perkins
Beach).

Some time was spent moving
equipment to the new Blists Hill
Museum, including two horizontal
steam engines from the former
Lilleshall Co. Brickworks and some
tub wheels from a wood near
Madeley. The Milburgh Mine steam
engine was surveyed with a view to
it’s removal (now in operation daily
at Blists Hill), as was the wooden
headgear at Sutton Hill shaft (used at
that time for water supply, but
probably formerly a trial shaft).

Members also noted that the
Birmingham Enterprise Club (Mining
Section) was active in Shropshire.
They had moved the headframe from
Brandlee Mine (Dawley) to Blists Hill,
were surveying the mines on the Clee
Hills and preparing to re-open the

Boat Level near Tankerville but SMC
members were keeping on eye an
them.

The Easter Camp was held in the
Forest of Dean and a number of
mines of iron and coal were visited.

The AGM and Dinner (26 attended at
£2  per head) was held at the Royal
Victoria Hotel, Newport. The dinner
was followed by slides on
Yugoslavian Caves. The treasurer
reported at the AGM that Club
Membership was now 24 as against
54 in 1968 and that most of the Club
equipment had been ‘lost’. In fact
Jack Haseley had recently caught a
thief taking money from the Club
Cottage.

The Associate Membership
subscription was 10 shillings (50p)
and about £32 remained in Club
funds.

The table on the next page shows the
numbers of Club Members in the
early years; together with a few
highlights.
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Early Years of the Shropshire Mining Club
Ivor Brown

Footnote
By 1969 the writer was not as active
as usual with the Club, during 1970
and 1971 he was moving house, wife
and newborn baby from Yorkshire to
Lincolnshire. He was to head up a
team redirecting the mining courses
at Grantham College from the
declining ironstone industry (in 1969

         1959 Private Club, according to D.R.Adams.
60 Private Club, SMC Account No.1 published.
61 11 restricted memberships. Foundation meeting Sept. 1961

Sept. 62 11 members, plus P.Heath, P.Gaut and I.J.Brown “invited” to become members.
    “ 63 20 members + 8 associate members. Accounts No.2, No.3 and No.4 circulated
    “ 64 27 members + 12 associates. Cottage rented, newsletter started.
    “ 65 34 members + 24 associates. Rock Mine salvaged.
    “ 66 35 members + 27 associates. North Wales barn rented. Accounts No.5 and No.6 circulated.
    “ 67 38 members + 28 associates. Club giving talks to County Council Courses.
    “ 68 20 members + 34 associates. Foot & Mouth restrictions imposed.
    “ 69 12 members + 12 associates. North Wales barn “lost”. Blists Hill Museum developed.
    “ 70         -       Milburgh Clay Pit and Shortwoods Colliery salvaged. Accounts No.7 and No.8 circulated.
    “ 71         - Newsletter intermittent until North Wales members take over.
    “ 72 22 members + 19 associates. All round improvement. Rented barn at Cilain, North Wales
    “ 73 29 members + 18 associates. Re-thatched Cottage. Accounts No.9 and No.10 circulated.

there were 4 underground ironstone
and 4 haematite mines and about 40
large ironstone quarries in the UK) to
the more broad-based and growing
quarrying industry. These included
hardrock, clay, limestone, and sand
and gravel workings, as well as
dimension stone and miscellaneous

minerals.

A further problem was that there
were no (and still aren’t any)
motorways cross country from
Grantham to Shropshire. This also
explains why the reports from 1970
and 1971 are likely to be shorter.

Readers of the series in Below - 40
years ago, will have also seen the
discussions on the origins of the
Club. It has been shown that the
‘S.M.C.’ was in existence before 1961
and there is the ‘SMC Account No.1’
dated 1960 to prove it. However, it
was accepted at a monthly meeting in
2008 that the date of it’s official
‘founding’, September 6th 1961,
would be the date celebrated as the
50th Anniversary in 2011.

The earlier date and it’s 50th
Anniversary should not pass

without some thought being given to
activities of the Club in those far-off
days, so a list of highlights has been
prepared (see above). Three points
are particularly worth noting:

(1) The Club was a ‘private’ group
before 1961, then a ‘restricted’
group (mainly based on the basis
of limited transport available) until
September 1962, when additional
persons were “invited to join”
(namely P.Heath, P.Gaut and
I.J.Brown)

(2) Of the 11 founder members in
September 1961 and the 3 persons
invited to join the opened group in
September 1962 at the Club’s first
AGM, only D.R.Adams, M.Gaut
and I.J.Brown were still in the last
membership list as circulated in

1999. At the second
AGM on 20th
September 1963 the
Founder members
and newer members
were split into two
categories: Full

Members (20) and Associated
Members (8), a surprising number
of whom are still in the Club today
(see list in Below 2003.4, page 11).
The Associates were mainly
‘Institutions’ and those members
living some distance from
Shropshire and not able to
participate in events more than 3
times per year.

(3) Club Membership (all grades)
rapidly rose from 11 in 1961 to 28 in
1963 and then about 70 in 1967.
Following the Foot & Mouth
Epidemic it then fell rapidly to 24 in
1969, rising again to 40 and
remaining at about that figure until
1990. With new blood taking office
it then rose quickly to 120 in 1997
and over 130 by 2000, since which
time it has fallen to about 80 today.
The falls in membership this
century seem to have been due to
the change in insurance
arrangements and alterations to the
‘Associate’ category (now known
as ‘Subscriber’).

2009 - The Unofficial 50th Anniversary of Shropshire Mining Club!
Ivor Brown

Above: The former Club cottage “Snailbeach”.
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8th International Mining
History Congress - Cornwall

12th - 15th June 2009
At the Penventon Park Hotel,
Redruth. Organised under the
auspices of the University of Exeter
in Cornwall and Geevor Mining
Museum. Further details available at:

www.huss.ex.ac.uk/history/imhc/

NAMHO 2009
The 2009 Conference is being held at
Matlock, Derbyshire from Friday
19th June to Monday 22nd June.
Hosted by the Peak District Mines
Historical Society with a theme
“mining landscapes” (sounds
familiar!), the event will celebrate not
only 30 years of NAMHO but also
the 50th anniversary of PDMHS.

More details and booking forms are
now available on:

www.namhoconference.org.uk

15th International
Congress of Speleology

19th to 26th July
 “Karst Horizons”, Schreiner
University, Kerrville, Texas, USA.
More details on the web site

www.ics2009.us

Library Additions
Stone Chat, Newsletter of the
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society.
Winter 2008-9, Vol. 29 No.2

North Wales Caving Club
Newsletter, Issue 309, November-
December 2008.

Shropshire Mines Trust,
Newsletter No.49, Winter 2008.

Subterranea Britannica, Issue
18, January 2009 - contains and
article on the Tar Tunnel (Coalport)
by the Curator of Coalport China
Museum (the Club gets one
mention), there are interesting trip
reports to underground sites in
Germany (mainly bunkers), Turkey,
Switzerland, France and Yorkshire,
plus an item on Cwmorthin and
numerous interesting news items.

Letters, Library, Events
and News

Right: Detail of the end of Preston’s
letter, fromthe last issue of ‘Below’.

The postscript reads: “How is the
youngster getting on is he as strong
and fat as ever.” - presumably this
was a complement in the 1860s!

Letters
I enjoyed Ivor’s article on the mine
engineer who went to America
(‘Below!’ 2008.4). My guess is that
he was Edmund Preston, or perhaps
Edward Preston - I think the
signature begins Edm. or Edw.

David Poyner

Great Silurian Iron Ore Mine
In reply to Ivor Brown’s request for
information on the above mine in
‘Below!” 2008.4, the Great Silurian
mine was presuambly at Rhysnant
Hall, Llandrinio, where the OS 1:2500
map shows a shaft (grid ref: SJ 2570
1751) - actually in Montgomeryshire/
Powys.

The Geological Map shows another
shaft 850m to the North-west, which
is presumably the Cefn Briw mine.
The latter was referred to in the
Mining Journal (22.4.1871. p.343) as a
recent discovery where three East-
west veins contained extensive
deposits of iron ore.

Alasdair Neill

Scottish Mining Museum -
Cash Crisis
Despite being voted Scotland’s
“Most treasured place” in 2007, and
hosting a successful NAMHO
Conference in 2008, the Scottish
Mining Museum at Lady Victoria
Colliery is facing a cash crisis
following the loss of a third of its
funding.

Both Midlothian Council and Historic
Scotland have told the museum they
are to stop their combined funds of
about £156,000.

The A-listed complex is now said to
be one of the finest surviving
examples of a Victorian colliery in
Europe, and has been home to the
extensive collections of the Scottish
Mining Museum since 1984, but it is
said to need £2.5m to repair and
restore its buildings. The Museum is
now in talks with the Scottish
Government to try and secure it’s
future.

The Lady Victoria Colliery, named
after the wife of the Marquess of
Lothian, opened in the 1890s and
became renowned as one of
Scotland's first “super pits”, with a
workforce of almost 2,000 at its peak.
By the time it closed in 1981, the
colliery had produced a record 40
million tons of coal.

News Reports, February 2009

24th Cave Rescue
Conference
Derbyshire CRO is hosting the 24th
Cave Rescue Conference on behalf of
the British Cave Rescue Council. The
conference will be based  at the
Nightingale Centre, Great Hucklow,
over the weekend 8th to 10th May.
Rescue workshops will take place in
local underground sites.

CREG Field Meet
The Cave Radio & Electronics Group
are holding a field meet and
symposium over the weekend 18th-
19th April. Accommodation will be
available in South Wales CC cottages
in the Swansea Valley, with the
symposium being held in a local
school.

For more details contact:
Allan Richardson, email:

csgmeetings@bcra.org.uk
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Books and Videos

'Mongst More Mines

for details of availability visit: www.iarecordings.org

EXPLORATION OF SOUTHWESTERN MINES ABOVE &
BELOW GROUND

The 2007 NAMHO conference was
held at Morwellham Quay by the
river Tamar. The organisers arranged
special visits to many mines in
Devon and Cornwall and this
Compilation features some of them. A
group from the Club spent the
following week exploring more
Cornish mines and many visits are
featured here.

The DVD starts with a look round
Morwellham Quay including a brief
look at George & Charlotte copper
mine. Then we visit Excelsior tunnel,
have a guided surface tour of the
superbly preserved Kelly mine
including the dressing mill, and
explore various levels of Great Rock
shiny ore mine underground.

In Cornwall we visit the excellent
Blue Hills tin streams, take a stroll
round the St. Agnes area, attend a
specially arranged visit to Wheal
Peevor before it was opened to the
public, re-visit the always interesting
Taylor’s shaft and Michell’s shaft
National Trust preserved Cornish
engines in Pool and examine mines of
the Basset sett after conservation for
the UNESCO world heritage
site.

A look round the splendid
King Edward dressing mill is
followed by a visit to nearby
Wheal Grenville stamps, then
we have a quick look at a
variety of sites: Brea tin
streaming works, South
Crofty’s New Roskear shaft,
the Red River near
Roscroggan and the Cornish
Gold Centre to see what
progress had been made with
the unique Tolgus tin
streaming works. Afterwards,
we stop briefly at St.Euny’s
churchyard to contemplate
the many miner’s
gravestones.

An invitation from Mark

Kaczmarek gave a welcome
opportunity to re-visit the Camborne
School of Mines (CSM) test mine. A
walk round the buildings at
Botallack on a fine sunny day is
followed by a visit to Geevor tin
mine, where we were very privileged
to be allowed to descend 79 metres of
ladders in Victory shaft to Deep Adit
level and explore it inland to a
dammed connection with the flooded
Levant mine, then out along the long
winding level to the exit in the
Trewellard cliffs.

Finally we see that the engine houses
of Wheal Trewavas near Rinsey cove
are just as impressive as Botallack,
after which we move to Bodmin and
mines around Caradon Hill: South
Phoenix, Phoenix United and Wheal
Jenkin near Minions, then end at the
extensive remains of South Caradon
copper mine.

In many ways, this Compilation
complements our popular 3-DVD
Production “’Mongst Mines and
Mine Explorers”.

£14.95 DVD
(£10 to Club Members at meetings)

Snailbeach Lead Mine
As part of its efforts to raise funding
for further restoration work at
Tankerville mine, the Shropshire
Mines Trust has published a new
book on Snailbeach. This book was
“purposely designed to be read by
someone with only a general
interest”, but it is far better than that.
The sections on the geology, history,
working and living conditions of the
miners are very accessible and
extremely well illustrated, with
photo’s, sketches and maps.  There
are also sections covering the
disaster at George’s Shaft, the
Snailbeach District Railway, the
mine’s wildlife, a glossary and a
descriptive tour of the surface and
underground.  For the more devoted
reader, there is a useful bibliography.

On a personal level, not having been
to Snailbeach for twenty years I am
heartened to see the improvements
made on this once derelict site.  It is a
credit to the work of the Shropshire
Mines Trust and I hope that mining
history enthusiasts will support them
by buying the book. Just the right
size to slip in your pocket as a field
guide.

Mike Gill

ISBN 978-0-9556081-2-4
Softback, 172 pages, 112 b&w
photographs, 23 drawings and maps.
Price £9 (£7.50 to Club members).

Available from Mike Moore or online
at  www.moorebooks.co.uk.
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Diary Dates
2009

Membership, Insurance &
BCA Rep: Mike Davies

Tackle: Andy Harris

First Aid Officer:

Librarian: Alan Robinson

Bat Officer:

Rescue Officer:Neal
Rushton

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
Kelvin Lake

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice-Chair: Tony Wilson

Secretary: Andrew Wood

Treasurer: Eileen Bowen

Training Officer: Ian Davies

Conservation & NAMHO
Rep: Steve Holding

Club Officers

28th March: BCA AGM, 10.30am
Baptist Hall, Alvechurch.

18th to 19th April: BREG Field Meet
& Symposium. Based in the Swansea
Valley, South Wales, see page 26 for
contact details.

8th to 10th May: 24th Cave Rescue
Conference. Hosts Derbyshire CRO,
Nightingale Centre, Great Hucklow.

12th to 15th June: 8th International
Mining History Congress,
Penventon Park Hotel, Redruth.
Organised under the auspices of the
University of Exeter in Cornwall and
Geevor Mining Museum. More
details at:

www.huss.ex.ac.uk/history/imhc/

19th to 22nd June: NAMHO 2009
Conference ‘Mining Landscapes and
their Elements’. County Hall,
Matlock, Derbyshire. Hosted by Peak
District Mines Historical Society Ltd,
the conference will mark the 30th
Anniversary of NAMHO and the
50th Anniversary of PDMHS.
More details will appear on:

www.namhoconference.org.uk

19th to 26th July: 15th International
Congress of Speleology, “Karst
Horizons”, Schreiner University,
Kerrville, Texas, USA. More details
on the web site:  www.ics2009.us

Introducing Young People
                          to the Joys of Underground ...

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

OK, kids  ...  ready to go underground?
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What’s wrong ...

click
click click

2 minutes later underground ....Ready for the off ....

dhurr !

waaa!

It’s Ok, there’s no mobile signal- they’ve gone “cold texty” !they scared?

gnnnuur!




